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DISTORTION THEOREMS FOR A SPECIAL
CLASS OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS
DOROTHY BROWNE SHAFFER
Abstract.
Sharp bounds are derived for the derivative of
analytic functions of class .P,, defined by the condition |/>(z) —l/2a|<:
l/2a, O^a^l,
p(f>) = \. These results are improved for the class of
functions with missing terms. Application is made to the class of
functions with derivative G Px and the radius of convexity is determined for this class.

1. Introduction.
In this paper sharp estimates are derived for \p(z)\,
\p'(z)\ and \p'(z)jp(z)\ for functions p(z), analytic in |z|<l,
p(Q)=\
assuming values in a disc whose boundary contains the origin. In §3 the
results are sharpened for functions with missing initial terms. The methods
used are largely based on the principle of subordination. The bounds
obtained are related to corresponding estimates for classes considered
by the author in a previous publication [6], functions bounded by the
constant one in \z\ < 1 and functions whose real parts are bounded from
below. In §4 the functions considered are a subclass of the class S of
functions normalized by/(0)=0,/'(l)
= l with the value of/'(z) restricted
to a disc. The radius of convexity for this class, and for functions with
missing terms is derived. The functions considered include as a special
case the class of functions with positive real part; several classical results
for this class follow from the theorems in this paper. The case of restriction to a disc of radius one also yields some known results [5].
2. Distortion theorems for the class Px. Let Px be defined as the class
of analytic functions with expansion of the form/>(z)= 1 +axz-\-a2z2+ ■• •
in |z|<l which satisfy in |z|<l the inequality

(1)

\p(z) - 1/2«| = 1/2«,

where 0 = a < 1.

The cases a=0 corresponding to Re/>(z)>0 and <x=l/2 implying values
in a disc of radius 1 have been investigated by MacGregor ([4], [5]). The
function h(z)=\/p(z)
will satisfy Re«(z)><x; some of the bounds were
derived by the author [6] for this class.
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The univalent functionpa(z) = (l—z)/(\+cz)
where c=l— 2a, —1<£^
1, maps the interior of the unit disc onto the interior of the circle
|w—l/2a| = l/2a with /?°(0)=1. The function p(z) satisfying (1) is subordinate
top°(z) and can therefore be written in the formp(z)= [1 —g(z)]j[l +cg(z)]
where |g(z)|^|z|. As a consequence we obtain

Theorem 1. Forp(z)ePx,

(1 - |z|)/(l + c \z\) = Rep(z) = \p(z)\ = (l + \z\)l(l - c \z\),
c = 1 - 2a for \z\ < 1.
Next a bound is derived for \p'(z)\ in terms of p(z). The proof will be
found in §3 for a more general case.

Theorem 2.

Let p(z) e Px; then

\p'(z)\ =\l+

cp(z)\2l(l + c) for\z\ = [2Y'2 - 1

and
\p'{z)\ < |1 + cp(z)\2 (1 + |z|2)2/4(l+c) \z\ (1 - |z|2) for \z\ > [2f2 - 1.
Theorem 3.

(2)

Letp(z) ePx; then

\p'{z)lp{z)\ = (l+

c)/(l - |z|)(l + c \z\) for \z\ < 1.

Proof.
Let «(z)=l//?(z); then h(z) is analytic for |z|<l, «(0)=1 and
it follows from inequality (1) that h(z) satisfies Re «(z)>a, and «'(z)/«(z) =
—p'(z)lp(z). The bound (2) was proved by the author in Theorem 5 [6]
for «(z).
Theorem 3 will also be obtained as a special case of Theorem 6 but is
included here on account of the simplicity of the proof. A result on the
bound of Re{zp'(z)lp(z)} for c=0 equivalent to (2) was also obtained by
Janowski [3] by means of a variational method.

Theorem 4.

(3a)
and
«M

(3b)

Letp(z)ePx

with 0<o¡.=l¡2;

\p'(z)\ = (1 + c)/(l - c \z\f
I V M<

\p (z)| ^ ——4|z|(l

(1 + C)(l + |Z]2)2

-c)(l

then

for\z\^P

——-

- |z|2)(l + c|z|2)

for \z\ > p,

where p is the largest positive root of the equation

(4)

Proof.

ex3 + x2(l - 2c) + x(2 - c) - 1 = 0.

From our representation
p'(z) == -g'{z){\

for p(z) we obtain
+ c)/[l + cg{z)\\

The condition ol= 1/2 implies c—0.
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where \<f>(z)\
=L

Writing [</>(0)|=a we obtain

,,,

i V m < (1 + 0(1 - a \A)(a + \A)
(1 - ac |z|)2(l -

\z\2)

By differentiating (5) with respect to a we find that the right hand side
assumes its maximum value for
(6)

a = 1 + 2 |z|2 c -

|z|2/|z| (2 - c(l -

\z\2)).

The condition a=\ leads to the inequality c|z|3 + |z|2(l —2c) + |z|(2 —c) —
1 ^0. Substitution of a= 1 or the right hand side of (6) yields the estimates

(3a) and (3b) respectively.
Corollary

1. Let Rep(z)>0,

then \p'(z)\<2/(l-|z|)2for

|z|<l.

The solution of (4) for c=l is |z| = l and the bound (3a) holds in the
entire disc. This bound was obtained by the author in [6] for the function
h(z)=\jp(z); the two classes coincide in this case.
Corollary
2. Let \p(z)—\\_\,
i.e. c=0, then the solution of (4) is
p=s/2—l and the estimates (3a) and (3b) are identical with the known [1]
bounds for \g'(z)\ since the transformation from p(z) to g(z) reduces to a
translation of the plane.
3. Functions with missing coefficients. In this section the subclass
Px n of Px considered will have an expansion
p(z)

= 1 + anzn + an+1zn+l

+■■■

,

b > 1.

Improved versions of Theorems 1 to 3 are obtained for the class Pa>n.
Letg(z) = [1—p(z)]/[I+cp(z)]=bnzn+•
• • . Itfollows by the maximum
modulus theorem that

(7)

\g(z)\ = \z\\

By subordination we obtain the bounds in
Theorem

5.

(l-|z|n)/(l+c|z|n)=;Re/7(z)<|/>(z)|^(l

+ |z|r,)/[l-c|z|n].

The estimate for \p'(z)\ is given in the next theorem.

Theorem 6. Let p(z) ei,,;
\p'(z)\ = \1+ cp(z)\2 n |zr7(l

|p'(z I =

-2[4|Z|2

then
+ c) for \z\ = ([1 + «2]1/2- 1)/«,

+ „2(1_|Z|2)2]|1+Cp(z)|2

4(1 - |z|2)(l + c)
or \z\ > ([1 + «2]1/2 -
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The following bounds for functions g(z) satisfying (7) were

established in [6].
(8a)

(8b)

|g'(z)| = n \z\+*

for |z| = ([1 + «2]1/2 -

1)/«,

lg'(z)l = \An'2 [4 |z|2 + «2(1 - |z|2)2]/4(l - |z|2)
for |z| > [(1 + «2)1/2 -

The result of the theorem follows by substitution
p'(z)=-g'(z)(l+cp(z))2l(l+c).
Theorem 2 corresponds to «=1.
Theorem 7.

Proof.

of (8a) and (8b) in

Let p(z) ePx „; then

P'(z)

(9)

l]/n.

(1 + c)n |z|

- for \z\ < 1.
(1 + c |z|"Xl - |z|")

We have
p'(z)lp(z) = -g'(z){\

+ c)/[l + cg(z)][l -g(z)]

where |g(z)|<;|z|n.

Using again the notation and methods introduced
Theorem 4, we use the inequality
(1 -

|z|2) |g'(z)|/|z|"-i

= -a2

\z\ + an{\ -

in the proof of

\z\2) + \z\,

derived by the author in [6].
We can write g(z)=zn<f>(0), where \<f>(0)\=a<l.
To find the upper bound of \p'(z)¡p(z)\ we need to find the smallest
value of 0=|(l+^(z))(l-^(z))|.
For c=0, D=|l-^(z)(l-c)-cg2(z)|,
both coefficients of the terms involving g(z) are ^0 and the minimum of
D is obtained for |g(z)|=a|z|">0.
For c<0 both factors in D are minimized for g(z)>0 and we obtain for all c

1 - \z\

(10)

(1+c)

P'(z)

^ -a2\z\

p(z)

- 1 - a |z|"(l
_ -a2|z|

+ an(l -

\z\*) + \z\

- c) -

+,4a

+ |z|

1 - aB - a2C

a2c \z\2n

= F(a),

where ,4=«(l-|z|2),
B=\z\n{\-c),
C=c|z|2", ^>0, 5^0, -1<C<1.
We wish to show that F(a) increases monotonically for 0<a<l.
The critical points of F(a) are the roots of

x2(|z| B + AC) -2x\z\(\

- C) + A + B \z\ = 0.
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The coefficient of x2 is |z|"+1(l—c)+«(l —|z|2)c|z|2" which can be shown
to be positive for |z|<l, and —l<c_=l, leading to two positive roots
whose product (A-\-B\z\)l(AC+B\z\)>l.
The condition for the smaller
root to be greater than 1, reduces to the condition

(11) 2 Izl^1 (1 - c) + «(1 - |z|2)(l + c \z\2n)-21*1 (1 - c \z\2n)> 0.
For the case c= —1, we obtain

(1 - |zp)[-2

\z\ (1 - |zp) + «(1 - |z|2)(l + |*1«)] > 0.

Let <¿(|z|,«)=[-2|z|(l-|zn+«(l-|z|2)],
¿(|z|,l)>0,
¿(|z|,«+l)>
<f>(\z\,n).It follows that <j>(\z\,«)+«|z|n(l-|z|2)>0
and (11) is satisfied.
A similar proof can be carried out for c=l,

c, it will hold for -1<c<1,
and F(a)<F(\)
follows by letting a=\ in (10).

and since (11) is linear in

for 0<a<l.

The bound (9)

This bound is sharp. It is assumed by the function/>(z) = (l —z")/(l +czn).
Theorem 7 reduces to Theorem 3 for «=1.
Since \h'(z)¡h(z)\ = \p'(z)lp(z)\ for h(z)=\\p(z)
the bound (9) also holds
for the class of functions h(z) = \+anzn + - • • with Re(«(z))>a,
and
represents an extension of the author's Theorem 6 in [6] where (9) was
shown to hold in a smaller disc.

4. Distortion theorems for functions whose derivative belongs to />„. Let
Fa denote the subclass of the class S of functions, analytic in |z|<l,
/(0)=0 and/'(0)=l,
whose derivative/'(z)
ePx. Since Fx is a subclass of
functions with Re/'(z)>0,/(z)
is schlicht if/(z) g Fa.
Estimates for |/'(z), |/"(z)| and |/"(z)//'(z)|
are obtained from

Theorems 1, 2, 3 and 4 by identifying/'(z)=/>(z).
Theorem 8. Let f(z) e Fx, then
_|z|/c+((c+l)/c2)log(l+c|z|)

= \f(z)\ ^ -\z\jc - ((c+l)/c2)log(l - c 1*1).
These bounds are obtained by integration of the estimates of Theorem 1
applied to p(z)=f'(z). Evaluating the limit c^-0, the bounds (12) reduce to

|*| - |z|2/2 < \f(z)\ = |*1 + |z|2/2,
an estimate established by MacGregor [5] for functions satisfying the
inequality \f'(z) —l\ = l. The estimate for the special case c=\, which
means Re/'(z)>0,
was also proved by MacGregor in an earlier paper [4].
Corollary.

-lie

Each function f (z) e Fa assumes its values in the annulus

+ ((c + l)/c2)log(l + c)< |*1 < -1/c - ((c + l)/c2)log(l - c).
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The radius of convexity of the class Fa is given by r0=

[(l-r-c)1/2-l]/c

Proof.

By application of Theorem 3 we obtain

<_L±iL
/'(z)
f(z)

maps \z\<r

- (1 - |*|X1 + c \z\)

onto a convex domain if Re{z(/"(z)//'(z))

|z|(l +c)/(l-|*|)(l+c|*|)<l,
For the function/(z)=—

+ l}^0,

i.e.

i.e. \z\<({l+cyt*-l)lc.
z\c— ((c+l)/c2)log(l—

Re{z(/"(z)//'(z))

+ 1} = 0

cz),

for z = r0.

The known conditions of convexity ([4], [5]), |z|<l/2
obtained for c=0 and c=\ respectively.

and|z|<

^2—1, are

5. Functions with derivative in class Px%n. Sharper results can be
obtained for a function of class S with expansion f(z)=z+an+1zn+1
+
an+2zn+2 • • • , «^1, and/'(z)
ePxn. In this case Theorems 5, 6 and 7 can
be applied to obtain estimates for |/'(z)|, |/"(z)| and |/"(z)//'(z)|.
The
bound for |/"(z)//'(z)|
given by (9) will also be valid for the subclass of
S whose derivative satisfies Re/'(z)>a.
Theorem

10.

The radius of convexity r0 for functions

of class S with

f'(z)£P«,nùgivenby
(13)

ro __ i(K» + !) + («-

l)c]2 + 4c)1/2 - [(« + !) + (« -

l)cVVn

2c
Proof.
(14)

)

It follows from (9) that |z/"(z)//'(z)| ^ 1 if
(1 + c)n \z\n < 1 - (1 - e) \z\n - c \z\2n.

The bound (13) corresponds

to the positive solution for \z\n of condition

(14).
Using the extremal function of Theorem 7 for/'(z) it is seen that such
functions have a point of inflection for |z|=r0 and are not convex for any
larger value of \z\.
For c=0 the known [5] solution |z| = («+l)-1/" is obtained.
Corollary.
Let /(z) e S have the expansion z+<2n+iz"+1 + -• • and
Re{/'(z)}>0,
then f(z) will map the disc |z|^{[«2+l]1/2-«}1/n
onto a
convex domain.
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